The recent Tevatron measurement of the forward-backward asymmetry of the top quark shows an intriguing discrepancy with Standard Model expectations, particularly at large tt invariant masses.
I. INTRODUCTION
The top quark, with its large mass, represents a perfect laboratory to probe electroweak symmetry breaking and its associated new physics. The Tevatron program has produced thousands of top quarks and overall observes good agreement between measured top properties and the expectations of the Standard Model (SM). As the LHC accumulates luminosity, there is potential to study the top in a whole new energy regime, perhaps revealing secrets that are too subtle to discern at lower energies.
One particular measurement at the Tevatron already shows an intriguing deviation from the SM expectation, the top-quark forward-backward asymmetry A t F B . This observable measures the tendency of the top quark in a tt pair to move forward along the same direction as the incoming quark as opposed to backward in the direction of the incoming anti-quark.
In the Standard Model, this quantity deviates from zero at next-to-leading order (NLO) in QCD, and thus can be a sensitive probe of new physics which contributes in principle at tree level. Previous measurements by both CDF and D0 showed a tantalizing (but not very significant) discrepancy with the SM expectation [1] [2] [3] . The situation has become even more fascinating with the recent CDF study based on larger statistics and examining separately the high and low tt invariant mass (M tt ) regions [4] . At low invariant masses, the asymmetry is roughly consistent with the Standard Model expectations. At high invariant masses M tt > 450 GeV, where one might naturally expect the effects of heavy new physics to manifest, the asymmetry is observed to be nearly 50%, exceeding the SM prediction by 3.4σ.
This result is striking, and emphasizes the need to better understand the top forwardbackward asymmetry within the SM, to explore models of physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) that could potentially explain the Tevatron measurements, and for further experimental data. In particular, the LHC is a natural place to explore high energy top physics, and could potentially provide very instructive data. However, the measurement of A t F B is somewhat subtle at the LHC, because its charge-symmetric pp initial state does not provide an automatic bias on the initial state partons participating in the reaction. Indeed, for the typical gg initial state mainly responsible for tt production at the LHC, there is no asymmetry at all. One is thus forced to rely on the subdominantand qg initial states, making use of the strong correlation between the rapidity of the tt system and the direction of the incoming quark. Event-by-event, a positive forward-backward asymmetry in qq(qg) → tt + X translates into a positive charge asymmetry in the forward regions |y| > y 0 [5, 6] . This forward-central charge asymmetry is (assuming CP conservation) a natural LHC observable.
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We will study the LHC prospects for measuring this top forward-central charge asymmetry, for both SM and BSM theories designed to explain the Tevatron measurement. We will see that 60 fb −1 at 14 TeV will allow for the small SM asymmetry to be observed, while larger asymmetries from models of new physics could be measured much sooner with tens of fb −1 at 7 TeV.
Ultimately, models which aim to explain the Tevatron measurements [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] may manifest themselves in a variety of ways at the LHC. In addition to modifications of A t F B , virtually all of the candidate theories result in an increase in tt production at large invariant mass, M tt , and the differential cross section dσ tt /dM tt can be a sensitive discriminant between various models [25] [26] [27] . In fact, the unprecedented kinematic reach afforded by the LHC may allow production of new states which could contribute only virtually to Tevatron processes, revealing new tt resonances. To this end, we investigate the LHC sensitivity to both resonant and non-resonant modification of the tt invariant mass spectrum.
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The organization of this paper is as follows. In section II, we introduce a statistically stable definition of the integrated forward-central charge asymmetry and study the LHC sensitivity at √ s = 7 and 14 TeV. In sections III and IV, we consider search prospects for resonances and contact operations in early LHC data. Section V contains our conclusions.
II. MEASURING A t F B AT THE LHC
As mentioned above, the forward-central charge asymmetry is a natural LHC observable probing the forward-backward asymmetry in tt pair production. It proceeds by dividing top (and anti-top) quarks based on their rapidities y between central and forward regions of the detector. The division in rapidity, y 0 defines the forward |y| > y 0 and central |y| < y 0 regions, and can be chosen to provide optimum sensitivity to the asymmetry.
1 There have been several other recent proposals for interesting related observables [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
2 Some models may also produce even more unusual signals of top physics such as same sign tops [28] and resonances decaying into a top quark and a light unflavored jet [29] .
For a given y 0 , we define both a forward charge asymmetry,
and a central charge asymmetry,
Both definitions exploit the fact that the quark parton distribution functions (PDF) have more support at large parton x than either the gluon or anti-quark PDFs, resulting in an event-by-event correlation between the rapidity of the tt pair and the incoming quark direction. As a result, a positive forward-backward asymmetry implies that the number of anti-top quarks in the central region is larger than the the number of top quarks, while the total number of top and anti-top quarks integrated over the whole rapidity region is the same (up to finite η acceptance, which we find to be a negligibly small effect). Thus, A F and A C will have opposite signs. Note that in a given event both the top and the anti-top can be either central or forward; with the definitions of Eq.
(1) and Eq.(2), a single event can thus contribute to both A F and A C , and the two observables are not independent. Since the central region contains a larger proportion of symmetric gg initiated tt events, the forward charge asymmetry A F (y 0 ) is a more sensitive probe of the underlying asymmetry in the tt cross-section.
To estimate the potential to measure a charge asymmetry with a specific significance we define the significance of an asymmetry observable as,
where ∆A(y) is the statistical uncertainty on A(y)
In this study we confine ourselves to estimates including statistical uncertainties. Systematics may prove important as well, but require detailed detector simulations which are beyond the scope of this work.
A. Simulations
To generate the Standard Model signal we use MC@NLO [30] and shower those events with Herwig. We normalize the tt production cross section for √ s = 14 TeV to its SM NNLO rate, σ 14 TeV,NNLO = 918 pb [31] and for √ s = 7 TeV to the NLO cross-section obtained from MC@NLO, σ 7 TeV,NLO = 150 pb. After the selection cuts described below, the only major background is W + jets, which we generate using Alpgen [32] , applying the MLM matching procedure for up to 5 jets [33] . CTEQ6M PDFs [34] are used for the NLO SM processes.
As a representative BSM model which can explain the Tevatron measurement of the forward-backward asymmetry, we choose the flavor-violating Z model of [11] at its "best fit" parameters of α X = 0.024 and M Z = 160 GeV. While this is just one model capable of explaining the Tevatron measurement, and its LHC predictions are not particularly representative of the range of possibilities, it does provide a well-motivated example for how the asymmetry could turn out at the LHC if the current Tevatron measurements are in fact the result of physics beyond the Standard Model. We generate tt production in this model at leading order using MadEvent [35] (with CTEQ6L PDFs) showered using Pythia [36] . It is worth mentioning that should this model actually turn out to be realized, there will be like-sign top and resonances decaying into a top and a light quark which may be observable with smaller data sets than will be necessary to measure a significant asymmetry at the LHC [11, 28, 29] .
B. Analysis
Our analysis looks for tt where one top decays semi-leptonically (allowing a determination of the parent top charge) and the other hadronically. These "lepton + jets" events strike a balance between the desire to identify the charge of the top through its leptonic decay with a larger branching ratio and thus better statistics on the measurement from the hadronically decaying top. We proceed by selecting events with exactly one isolated lepton with p T > 15 GeV and |y| < 2.5. A lepton is considered isolated provided the hadronic transverse energy E T in a cone of R = 0.3 around the lepton is less than 30% of the lepton's transverse
A non-zero asymmetry is entirely the result ofand qg initial states, and it is desirable to impose cuts which select these compared to the dominant gg initial state (which exhibits no asymmetry, and thus washes out the measurement). The fact that the valence quark PDFs have larger support at large parton x than the gluon PDF proves to be useful. Requiring large tt invariant mass results in a sample with a relatively greater proportion ofand qg initial states, and thus a larger charge asymmetry. We enforce large M tt by requiring the tops to have large transverse momentum. This has the drawback of reducing the acceptance, and smaller statistics available for the measurement. However, this price is offset by the fact that tops at moderate boost (p T > ∼ m t ) allow for cleaner event reconstruction. In particular, combinatoric backgrounds are reduced, improving the reconstruction of the parent top rapidity. Modestly boosted tops also offer improvements in b-tagging efficiency and acceptance of daughter W bosons. Such modestly boosted (hadronically decaying) top quarks are well suited for reconstruction using the HEPTopTagger, which is designed to operate on tops with p T > ∼ 200 GeV [37, 38] . After removing the isolated lepton, we group all remaining visible particles into massless cells of size ∆η × ∆φ = 0.1 × 0.1. Cells with transverse energy above 0.5 GeV are retained for jet clustering. Initially, the event is clustered (using FastJet [39] ) according to the Cambridge-Aachen jet-finding algorithm [40] with a large effective cone size R = 1.5. We require that the hardest jet have transverse momentum larger than p T,min > 200 GeV; we will refer to this jet as the "fat jet". Harder p T cuts result in too much loss of acceptance and ultimately reduce sensitivity to the asymmetry. We require this jet to be tagged as a top candidate by the HEPTopTagger [37, 38] . To suppress the W +jets background we additionally require one b-tag in the fat jet, for which we assume a 60% tagging efficiency and a 2% fake rate. Note that at the LHC the W +jets background produces more positively charged leptons than negatively charged leptons. This can fake a bigger positive charge asymmetry than produced from the SM tt process alone, and it is critical to reduce this background in order to accurately determine the top charge asymmetry. After requiring the hadronic top to be reconstructed using the HEPTopTagger and demanding the b tag, we find that the W + jets background becomes irrelevant, see Table I .
The asymmetries of Eq.(1) and Eq.(2) depend on the rapidity of the leptonic top as well.
Several approaches have been proposed for this purpose [41, 42] . Here we take the simple approach of identifying the leptonic top rapidity with the lepton rapidity. The degree of the correlation of the lepton rapidity with that of its parent top depends to some degree on the top polarization [43] and in principle one could recover additional information from a more careful treatment of the semileptonic top. While the degree of polarization increases with increasing boost, so does the kinematic correlation of the lepton rapidity with the top rapidity. In our present study, as we have not retained polarization information in modeling the top decays, the lepton rapidity provides a good approximation to the top rapidity regardless of the production mechanism.
A further cut can improve the statistical significance of the asymmetry. After identifying the region with optimal A F and A C we veto events where both tops are either forward or central. Those events do not contribute to the asymmetry. Although this cut results only in a small increase of the statistical significance to extract the forward asymmetry A F , it is very effective in removing symmetric gluon-gluon initial states. Thus, by definition, A F and A C contain the same information and become equally significant.
C. Results
Our results are summarized in Figure 1 and in Tables I and II. Figure 1 shows the asymmetry and its significance as a function of y 0 for both the SM and Z models. As expected, A F is more sensitive than A C . We find that an optimum choice for the separation parameter is y 0 ∼ 1.5, which we adopt in deriving the numbers in the tables. Tables I   (  √  s = Z model introduced in [11] a 5σ discovery can be achieved after less than 2 fb −1 . With early data at √ s = 7 TeV it will be challenging to extract the charge asymmetry reliably.
2 − 3σ evidence might be observable after 10 fb −1 , yielding 2σ at 5 fb −1 if it is enhanced by new physics, but the SM asymmetry cannot be reconstructed from early data using boosted top quarks. If we require for the accepted events that one of the tops has to be in the central region and one in the forward region, where |y| = 1.5 discriminates between those two regions, we find a small increase of the statistical significance for all of the scenarios.
After 25 fb −1 at √ s = 14 TeV we find for the SM asymmetry 3.65σ and for the Z model 20.9σ. At √ s = 7 TeV with 10 fb −1 we find for the SM 0.38σ and for the Z model 3.0σ.
It would be interesting to try top reconstruction methods which are effective at lower p T [44, 45] , but such studies are beyond the scope of this work. 
III. RESONANCES
While the top-quark forward-central asymmetry will take significant integrated luminosity to detect, new physics in the top invariant mass spectrum can be observed in the early phases of LHC running with center-of-mass energies of 7 TeV. The intermediate mass range,
TeV, is of special interest, both because the LHC will be able to quickly probe this region, and because the Tevatron anomaly suggests it is a prime spot for new physics to appear. This intermediate mass range is also a particularly interesting kinematic environment. Top-quark pairs with invariant mass in this range will typically have some, but not all, of their decay products merging in the detector. To fully utilize the events in this range, it is necessary to use techniques that interpolate between traditional top reconstruction methods using isolated jets and leptons [46] , and new approaches designed to tag the top as a single object (see [47] for a recent review). The ultimate performance of these new reconstruction techniques is still to be validated, and here we focus on obtaining representative estimates of sensitivity to the production of new resonances in the tt channel, rather than on furthering the tagging state-of-the-art.
We compute the resonance search reach for various generic models using the semileptonic channel resulting from top-quark pair production. We adopt the top tagger described in [48] , which is based on the work in Refs. [49, 50] . The baseline version of this tagging technique yields the best efficiency at lower top-quark momentum and we thus employ that version here. This reconstruction technique has been specifically designed for top-quarks produced with moderate boost, p T > ∼ 200 GeV, and remains viable for values of the top transverse momentum up to the TeV range. Using the results in [48] , we find that the tagging efficiency lies in the range 5 − 10% for 900 < ∼ M tt > ∼ 2500 GeV, where this figure includes the top-quark pair branching fraction into e, µ semileptonic states. This efficiency is indeed remarkedly improved over that from traditional tagging techniques [46] (which are of order 1%, including the semi-leptonic branching fraction). However, we note that for lower values of M tt , the transitional reconstruction techniques employed here become inefficient. Additional sensitivity to resonance production in this range could be gained by supplementing these techniques with traditional reconstruction methods.
We focus on the production of color-octet and color-singlet vector resonances, noting that the color-octet case is a candidate that generates [12, 25] the observed top-quark forward-backward asymmetry at the Tevatron. The reconstruction techniques described above were developed for vector exchange contributions to top pair production, and some modification would be required to account for the different acceptances associated with scalar and tensor resonances. Vector resonance production proceeds solely through s-channel exchange inannihilation. Contributions from gluon-gluon initial states do not occur at tree level, with renormalizable interactions being excluded by gauge invariance. For example, a color octet vector resonance occurs in models with extra spatial dimensions as a Kaluza-Klein mode of the gluon itself. However, orthonormality of the wave functions results in the g-g-g KK coupling (where g KK is a gluon Kaluza Klein state) being zero [51] .
The production cross section for s-channel vector exchange in→ tt can be written most generally as [52] 
where the sum extends over all vector bosons being exchanged. Here, we have defined
with the couplings being normalized as
2 t /ŝ) and C F is the usual color factor. In what follows, we examine the cases of a color-octet resonance with either pure vector or axial couplings, as well as a color-singlet boson with v f , a f being identical to those of the SM Z boson. We vary the overall coupling strength and compute the width for each case. We assume that no new exotic decay channels contribute to the width. M tt > ∼ 900 GeV, the tagging efficiencies have indeed reached their nomimal value of 5 − 10% stated above. 3 We see that for the color-octet state, the resonance is easily observable above the SM background. However, it is clear that the resonance peak is much smaller for the color-singlet vector boson, and hence we expect a reduced sensitivity in this case.
The recent ATLAS study [48] demonstrated that the main source of background for resonances in the tt semi-leptonic channel arise from SM top production itself, while reducible backgrounds, such as W +jets, are negligible in the M tt range of interest here. Systematic errors arise from uncertainties in the NLO tt cross section and the parton distribution functions; we estimate that these combined errors are of order 50% at high invariant masses [53] . For our discovery criteria, we require S/ √ B ≥ 5 in the M tt region that is within 10%
of the resonance mass on either side of the resonance peak, i.e., ∆M tt = M V ± 0.1M V . We include statistical as well as the 50% theoretical systematic errors.
The discovery reach for a color-octet vector resonance is shown in Fig. 3 in the coupling strength -mass plane for both 1 and 5 fb −1 of integrated luminosity at the 7 TeV LHC.
Here, we have assumed either purely vector or purely axial vector couplings and taken g SM = g s . We see that the reach is equivalent for both types of couplings. We see that for large couplings, the mass reach saturates at values of ∼ 2.1(2.5) TeV for the two integrated luminosities. For smaller values of the couplings, we see that the production cross section becomes too small to be observed once the coupling is roughly 40-50% SM strength. For this region, the use of traditional top tagging techniques may enhance the discovery reach. The corrsponding discovery reach for color-singlet vector resonances with SM-like couplings are given in Table III for several values of the coupling strength. Here, we see that the coupling must be roughly of order SM strength, or higher, in order for the resonance to be observed.
These results mirror that from dijet resonance searches [54] .
We briefly note that in principle color-octet scalar resonances, as well as Kaluza Klein
Graviton production in models with warped extra dimensions [55] , can also be observed in the tt invariant mass spectrum. Most models with a heavy scalar boson predict qqS couplings that are proportional to m q and hence s-channel production proceeds mainly (where G KK is a Kaluza-Klein graviton state), however the production rates are highly dependent on the placement of the fermions in the extra-dimensional bulk.
In order to increase event statistics, one could also include the full hadronic channel; we provide a quick estimate of how this modifies the discovery reach here. In this channel we employ the HEPTopTagger of [37, 38] discussed at length in the previous section. We find that the tagging efficiency lies in the range 2 − 4% for the M tt region of interest to us here, where this value includes the top-quark pair hadronic branching fraction. An important background in this channel arises from QCD dijet production. Requiring two subjets inside the tagged fat jets to be tagged as b-quarks gives a dominant background from bottom pair production. For the HEPTopTagger, the probability for a QCD jet with p T > 200 GeV to be tagged as a top is approximately 2-3%. We roughly estimate the QCD background using Madgraph to compute the leading order bottom pair production cross-section, then imposing a 0.6 b-tagging efficiency and a 2% top mistag probability. This suppresses the QCD background beneath the dominant background of standard model top production. The resulting effect on the discovery reach by including the hadronic channel is represented in Fig. 3 by the blue curves and in Table III by the numbers given in parenthesis. We see that adding this channel increases the reach by roughly 100 GeV, indicating that this resonance search is becoming limited by the kinematics of the parton distribution functions.
IV. CONTACT OPERATORS
The top-quark pair invariant mass distribution also provides constraints on models which can generate a large forward-backward asymmetry in the absence of a narrow resonance. In particular, broad resonances with large couplings can easily generate [25] the magnitude of the effect observed at the Tevatron. Such non-resonant contributions to top pair production can yield significant deviations in the invariant mass spectrum at large values of M tt .
Numerous forms of contact operators can affect tt pair production at the LHC [56] [57] [58] [59] .
Here, we focus on a limited subset that can potentially contribute to an angular tt asymmetry. In particular, such operators must be able to interfere with the qq-initiated scattering process and thus we turn our attention to the usual four-quark operators. Requiring further that the operators interfere with the dominant QCD production amplitude, without chiral suppression from the light quark masses, identifies the following set of operators of interest:
where the light quark flavor indices have been surpressed, a, b represent color indices, η = ±1, and the subscript L/R indicates that the current structure within each parenthesis can be either left-or right-handed. Various possible choices of the chiralities lead to different predictions for the angular distributions for tt production. It is conventional to define g 2 ef f = 4π since the binding force is strong when Q 2 approaches the cut-off Λ 2 .
At the same order in 1/Λ, tt production also receives contributions from two additional operators which modify the t-t-g interaction. The chromo-magnetic operator m t G a µνt σ µν λ a t also interferes with the SM→ tt production amplitude, and can affect the tt production rate [60] , but does not contribute to the asymmetry and thus we do not consider it further.
The operator G a µνt γ µ λ a D ν P R t can be rewritten using the equations of motion in terms of a vector-like, flavor-universal four-quark operator included in Eq. (7) [57, 59] .
Interference between the contact terms and the usual gauge interactions can lead to observable deviations from SM predictions at energies lower than the scale Λ. Summing over the light-quark flavors, we find the following spin and color averaged matrix element for the operators O LL,RR ,
and the corresponding contribution to the interference term with the SM is
For O LR,RL , the averaged matrix element is
Note that these two sets of operators only yield different results for tt angular distributions, and that after integrating over cos θ, all four operators contribute equally to the total production rate at this order in Λ.
Summing over 20 GeV bins in the M tt spectrum, we employ a χ 2 distribution, evaluated as usual, to determine the 95% C.L. search reach for these operators. We use only the semi-leptonic channel with = e, µ and take the tagging efficiencies as described in the previous Section III. Our results are presented in Table IV for η = ±1 with 1 and 5 fb −1 of the integrated luminosity at 7 TeV. We see that the 7 TeV LHC has a reasonable reach in the tt channel and that there is not much difference between η = ±1. Observation of a signal, or not, will provide information on the discovery potential for resonance production at the higher energy 14 TeV LHC.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The LHC provides an extraordinary opportunity to study the top quark at high energies. Even modest amounts of LHC data afford a vision of the top quark which is radically different from the one provided by the Tevatron, and there is much room for discoveries We have made use of the recent developments in boosted top tagging to facilitate all of these searches. Top-tagging is a powerful new tool that is ideal for measurements involving energetic top quarks -exactly the regime where early LHC data is truly probing new territory compared to the Tevatron. Since the measurement of A t F B depends crucially on assigning a direction to the top quark, boosted top reconstruction is a particularly incisive tool. Our finding is that a reasonably precise measurement of A t F B is feasible with a modest amount of data, but it is worth emphasizing that we have not fully optimized our analysis, and (particularly in light of our positive results) more sophisticated investigation involving a full detector simulation are warranted. For example, the p T cut required for tops in the measurement of A F has not been optimized on fully showered events, as for tops with A recent measurement by CMS [61] takes a different approach to the top forwardbackward asymmetry by measuring the asymmetry in the rapidity distributions of tops and anti-tops, A t C = (|η t | − |ηt|)/(|η t | + |ηt|). As defined, this observable receives large contributions from the dominant gg → tt process, yielding small values for the net asymmetry. The LHC sensitivity to predicted values of A t C are limited by proportionally large systematic errors; if these errors can be reduced to the percent level, a twofold improvement over the current reported errors, then 2-3 σ sensitivity to large BSM partonic asymmetries may be possible in the TeV run, broadly comparable to our results. As our approach is statistics-limited in the early LHC run, the comparison between our results and those of CMS naturally raises the question of whether it is possible to improve sensitivity at 7 TeV with alternate reconstruction techniques.
In conclusion, we find that A F (y) can provide an effective measurement of the forwardbackward asymmetry of top pair production at the LHC, both in the Standard Model, as well as in models designed to explain the recent Tevatron measurements. Boosted top reconstruction proves a helpful tool. We further study the early prospects for discovery of resonances or contact interactions in tt production, and find that with small amounts of data, the LHC will extend our knowledge to a large degree. The LHC is a top quark factory, and in the next years will provide a vista of top completely unseen before now.
